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Digital restoration of fossils based on computed tomographic (CT) imaging and other
scanning technologies has become routine in paleontology. Digital restoration includes the
retrodeformation and reconstruction of a fossil specimen. The former involves modification
of the original 3D model to reverse post-mortem brittle and plastic deformation; and the
latter involves the infilling of fractures, addition of missing pieces, and smoothing of the
mesh surface. The restoration process often involves digital editing of the specimen in
ways that are difficult to document and reproduce. To record all actions taken during the
digital restoration of a fossil, we outline a workflow that generates both the restored bone
and the sequence of steps involved in its retrodeformation and reconstruction. Our method
can also generate an animation showing the transformation of the original digital model into
its final form. We applied this method to a dorsal rib and frontal bone of a small-bodied
Jurassic-age armored dinosaur from Africa, the digital restoration of which engaged all
modalities of deformation (translation, rotation, scaling, distortion) and reconstruction
(fracture infilling, adding missing bone, surface smoothing). Each bone was CT-
scanned, segmented, and imported into Blender, an open-source 3D-graphics
animation program. Blender has an animation tool called an “armature” that allows for
precise control over portions of a surfacemeshwhile keeping a record of manipulations. To
retrodeform a fossil, an armature is created and then linked, or “rigged,” to the fossil in
order to control the displacement and distortion of its fragments. After using the armature
to perform retrodeformation, we use Blender to record the movement and distortion of
each fragment and also record reconstructive modifications. By ensuring documentation
and reproducibility in an open-source program, our workflow and output open a window
onto the heretofore largely hidden process of digital restoration in paleontology.
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INTRODUCTION

The fossil bones of vertebrates are rarely preserved in their in vivo positions; and individual bones are
often deformed, fractured, replaced, or worn down by processes of fossilization, diagenesis, and
erosion. Study of these post-mortem agencies is central to the fields of taphonomy (Behrensmeyer
et al., 2000) and bone diagenesis (Saitta et al., 2019; Ferretti et al., 2021). Even the handling of fossils
during excavation, preparation, and study can sometimes inadvertently alter and damage them.
During the 19th and 20th centuries, methods used to reverse post-mortem alteration of bones and
skeletons included graphical reconstructions, physical repair of bones (sometimes with difficult-to-
remove plaster or resin), and mounting original bones with metal armatures or false matrix.
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By the turn of the 21st century, advances in slice-based,
computed-tomographic (CT) imaging, surface-based laser
scanning, and photogrammetry have revolutionized fossil
restoration. Newer methods, such as “vibrational spectroscopy,”
are adding to our understanding of the preservation and
modification of fossilized tissues (Schopf et al., 2005; Gutiérez-
Garcia et al., 2015; Marshall and Marshall, 2015). Digital images
are obtained by increasingly refined scanning methods that capture
both the external and internal morphology of fossils, which can then
be manipulated digitally for graphical restoration, skeletal
articulation, animation of joint excursion or movement, other
biomechanical hypothesis testing in silico (e.g., examination of
stress/strain through finite element analysis), and physical scalable
reproduction (Lautenschlager, 2016a; Lautenschlager, 2016b;
Lautenschlager, 2017; Kambic et al., 2017; Vidal et al., 2020).
Collectively referred to as “virtual paleontology” (Cunningham
et al., 2014; Sutton et al., 2014; Sutton et al., 2017), these
techniques have transformed the nature of data and analytical
tools available to paleontologists interested in reconstructing the
skeletal morphology and functions of extinct species.

Terminology and Stages of Digital
Restoration
As methods and software packages for digital visualization and
modification of fossils have multiplied (Cunningham et al., 2014;
Sutton et al., 2014; Sutton et al., 2017), so too have the terms
describing these manipulations. We have adapted many of these
terms to better suit our workflow, and have provided definitions
(Table 1; Figure 1). Note that our workflow is focused on editing the
surface mesh of a single fossil. Digital restoration is the entire suite of
methods applied to a digital scan of a fossil to reverse the effects of
taphonomy and restore it to its original in vivo condition. After
digitization, three stages of digital restoration can be recognized:
delineation, retrodeformation, and reconstruction (Figure 1).

Because digitization does not involve digital alteration of the fossil,
it is not included under restoration. Digitization and delineation are
performed in sequence. Generally, retrodeformation and
reconstruction also occur in sequence, and reconstruction is often
viewed as the final andmost interpretive stage of digital restoration. A
similar workflow was recently outlined for skull restoration (Moya-
Costa et al., 2019), although the stages were not named.

Digitization (alternatively referred to as “digitalization”; Moya-
Costa et al., 2019) initiates 3D digital restoration by converting a fossil
into digital formusing either penetrative slice-based scanningmethods
(Cunningham et al., 2014; Sutton et al., 2014; Lautenschlager, 2016a;
Lautenschlager, 2016b; Lautenschlager, 2017; Sutton et al., 2017) or
light-based surface scanning methods (Díez Díaz et al., 2021). These
processes yield digital 3D files of various formats, which are influenced
by settings or parameters during scanning.

The equipment and parameters (metadata) used in a CT scan
should be documented and available (Davies et al., 2017), as is
now routine (e.g., Morphosource; Boyer et al., 2016).

Delineation involves the surfacing of a digital fossil to generate
a 3Dmeshmodel, most often in STL, PLY, or OBJ file formats. Digital
model production involves segmentation or editing of the digital fossil
to isolate and surface the 3D volume of interest. This initial digital
model preserves a pivotal point in digital restoration—the original
fossil as it was scanned and surfaced. It documents the starting point,
allowing visual comparison and quantification of changes made
during the latter two stages of digital restoration. Only rarely,
however, is this initial digital model of paleontological specimens
documented and made available (Davies et al., 2017). Online
repositories, such as Morphosource (https://www.morphosource.
org) or DataDryad (https://datadryad.org), provide access to CT
and surface mesh files and are becoming a standard for open
science practice involving 3D imaging of fossil and recent specimens.

The focus of this paper is on documenting the stages of digital
restoration that are performed on 3D meshes—retrodeformation
and reconstruction (Table 1; Figure 1). Reconstruction involves

TABLE 1 | Definition of terms used in this paper for the process of digital restoration of a fossil.

Term Definition Comments Software

Digitization Imaging of a fossil into the form of digital files using
scanning technologies.

Includes penetrative (e.g., CT) and surface (e.g., laser)
scanning technologies.

Equipment-specific
software

Restoration Digital modification of a fossil to reverse post-mortem
alteration.

Includes the delineation, retrodeformation, and
reconstruction of a digital rendering of a fossil.

Listed below

Delineation Surfacing of a fossil with the purpose of rendering it as a
mesh model. Delineation is performed after digitization.

Includes the generation of a 3Dmeshmodel of a fossil from a
segmented CT image stack or from a surface scan.

3DSlicerMorph, Amira,
Avizo, Dragonfly,
Mimics (MCS), VGStudio
(VGL), Agisoft (PSX)

Retrodeformation Digital reversal of post-mortem deformation by brittle
(translation, rotation) and plastic (scaling, distortion)
deformation of the mesh model of a fossil.

Includes reflection, landmark-based repositioning, and
form-averaging; but not the addition or subtraction of
material.

Blender, ZBrush,
R (Morpho)

Reconstruction Digital addition to or subtraction from a mesh model of a
fossil. Involves fracture infilling, the addition of missing
pieces, and surface smoothing.

Includes sculpting, hole-filling, island removal, and
remeshing.

Blender, ZBrush

Retroanimation Animation of the digital restoration process. Includes a sequence of armature poses that show the
retrodeformation process leading up to the final restored
fossil.

Blender
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the digital addition to or subtraction from a fossil mesh, including
fracture infilling, addition of missing pieces, and smoothing.
Retrodeformation was originally coined for the uniaxial or
multi-axial deformation of simpler invertebrate shell
morphology by geologic processes (Williams, 1990). Currently,
retrodeformation can be automated for symmetrical fossils in
software (e.g., R packageMorpho; Gunz et al., 2009; Schlager et al.,
2018) or automated for fossils with exemplars (Gunz et al., 2009).

Themore common retrodeformation process we focus on here, in
contrast, involves manual manipulations that are not guided by
symmetry or exemplars. These manipulations include the
rotation, translation, scaling, and/or distortion of individual
fossil fragments that together constitute the retrodeformation
process. Manipulations of this type are difficult to record and are
therefore rarely documented. Here, using fossilized vertebrate
bones as examples, we define retrodeformation to include the
translation, rotation, scaling, and/or distortion of fragments of a
fossil to reverse post-mortem deformation.

Digital Restoration Using Blender
Here we use the armatures in Blender software to record the
movements of fractured pieces (“fragments”) of fossil bones
(Figure 2) during retrodeformation. Blender can sequentially
register the repositioning of an armature and its overlying
surface mesh, allowing one to document and further capture
by animation the process of retrodeformation. In this way, major
steps in retrodeformation can be recorded and visualized.
Additionally, rotations and the degree of deformation (strain)
introduced during retrodeformation can be depicted visually with
angle arcs and a 2-color tension map on the final 3D model,
respectively.

For reconstruction, the final phase of digital restoration, open-
source Blender has many of the same “digital sculpting” tools
present in commercial software. Digital sculpting tools are often
used for infilling gaps, adding missing pieces, and smoothing. In
current practice, changes made during digital reconstruction are
saved consecutively and, thus, are impossible to reverse beyond
the last unsaved iterations. Blender software functions similarly.
We leave areas of reconstructed bone in gray as an optional color-
projection onto the final 3D model.

For any restoration of modest complexity, two teams working
independently with the same specimen(s) and scan(s) are unlikely
to generate precisely the same restored model (Krippner and
Peterson, 2017; Moya-Costa et al., 2019). The aim of this paper is
to bring transparency, documentation, and reproducibility to the
often hidden process of digital restoration in paleontology.

MATERIALS

Example Fossils
The two bones we restored in this study belong to an unnamed,
small-bodied, armored dinosaur (early branching thyreophoran)
that was excavated in the Jurassic horizons in Niger in 2000 (by
PCS; fossils are in the collection of the Musée National Boubou
Hama, Niamey, Niger). The fossils were preserved as a
disarticulated tangle of bones that were buried together in an
overbank deposit of red mudstone in the Tiouraren Formation
(Moody and Sutcliffe, 1991; Sereno et al., 1994).

After preparation with pin vise and air scribe, the two bones
were scanned at the µCT facility (PaleoCT) at the University of
Chicago (for scan details, see Supplementary S1). We segmented
the bones with Amira 2020.2 to generate one triangulated surface
mesh per bone (ASCII STL format). The mesh models were then
imported—one bone per STL file—into Blender.

FIGURE 1 | Schematic flowchart detailing the stages of digital
restoration using the terminology from Table 1. Either entry point for
digitization generates a 3D surface mesh, which then is subject to
retrodeformation and reconstruction.
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The fine-grained, compressible matrix of iron-rich (hematitic)
mud in which the bones were embedded and the considerable age
of the deposit provided ample opportunity during and after
fossilization for brittle deformation, displacement of bone
pieces with matrix-filled gaps, bone swelling due to small-scale
fracturing, and plastic deformation from compressive forces.
Most of the deformation is brittle, occurring after the original
bone lost most or all of its organic content in the course of
fossilization. Thin elongate bones such as ribs are especially
susceptible to fracture. Some of the fractures are cut by others,
suggesting that several phases of fracturing may be recorded by
these bones. Bone surfaces that were smooth in life, such as the
major surfaces of the rib, are preserved with texture generated by
movement of fragments across a range of sizes. We chose a dorsal
rib from the middle of the trunk (Figures 2A–C) and a frontal
bone from the skull (Figures 2D,E) that measure 13.4 cm and
4.2 cm in length, respectively.

Fragments and Fracturing
To describe the retrodeformation process, we have divided each
bone into numbered pieces, referred to as “fragments,” which
exhibit clear evidence of movement from their original position
relative to adjacent fragments. Movement of fragments was
identified by the offset edges of adjacent fragments still in
contact and the matrix-filled gaps between fragments that had
moved apart. The dorsal rib and frontal bone are each composed
of six fragments which appear to have moved as brittle pieces as
opposed to from plastic deformation (Figures 2A,D).

Minor fractures that separate fragments into smaller pieces
(referred to as “fragment parts”) are not offset and do not require

retrodeformation. Minor surface irregularity at a few of these
fractures can be removed during reconstruction with smoothing
(e.g., remeshing).

Dorsal Rib
During mechanical preparation of the dorsal rib, a few small gaps
were filled and bone pieces were glued together where they had
separated during cleaning (Figures 2A–C). Fracture surfaces
were not cleaned and adjacent fragments were kept in their
preserved position. Mechanical retrodeformation was too
difficult to effect, and thus, the bone was left as originally
preserved. This is the common limit of manual preparation of
a fractured or deformed fossil.

Under stereomicroscope and through CT scans, the rib shows
little evidence of plastic deformation but considerable evidence of
brittle deformation involving the movement of bone fragments.
There are five major fractures (pink lines in Figure 2A) that
separate the six numbered fragments of the dorsal rib (Figures
2A,B). Movement at these fractures is most suitable to digital
restoration. The movement of fragments is neither uniform nor
in one direction, as is best seen in the anterior view of the rib
(Figure 2B). Some of these fragments are divided into smaller
“fragment parts” by fractures that do not involve significant
movement (light gray lines in Figure 2A). The surface halfway
down the rib shaft shows an oval depressed section where the
internal cancellous bone of the rib shaft has collapsed.

The dorsal rib also has small-scale fracturing (Figure 2C).
These small-scale fractures are too small and numerous to
effectively separate out and recompose. Collectively, they
incrementally swell the volume of the bone, a type of

FIGURE 2 | Fossil bones of an unnamed basal thyreophoran dinosaur from Niger used for digital restoration. Right middle dorsal rib (J111) in (A) lateral and (B)
anterior views, and a magnified view of its distal end in (C)medial view. The proximal end is at the top. Left frontal bone (H100-3) in (D) dorsal and (E) lateral views. The
anterior end is at the top. Rib fragments are numbered and separated by pink lines; minor fractures are shown as light gray lines. Arrows highlight small-scale fracturing,
which can slightly increase rib diameter (lower arrow). Frontal fragments are numbered and separated by gray lines. Missing pieces are bounded by dotted lines.
Abbreviations: ca, capitulum; if, interfrontal suture; sh, shaft; tu, tuberculum. Scale bars equal 1 cm.
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‘explosive’ fracturing that occurs most commonly in pressurized
mudstone. Finally, there are several areas of missing bone in the
small gaps along fractures and along the thin edges of the rib,
some lost during preburial transport and some lost as the result of
damage during mechanical preparation of the fragile edges.

Frontal Bone
During mechanical preparation of the frontal bone, several of its
fractures were stabilized with glue and fragments were left as they
were found. Examining the bone under stereomicroscope and
through CT scans confirms the presence of brittle deformation
involving the movement of bone fragments. There are five major
fractures that separate the six numbered fragments of the frontal
bone (Figures 2D,E). Movement of fragments, as with the dorsal
rib, is not uniform in only one direction. Small-scale fracturing of
the dorsal rib is not present. Two areas of broken bone indicate
missing pieces that are present in other frontal specimens (dotted
lines in Figure 2D).

Unlike the dorsal rib, the frontal has sustained some plastic
deformation, as shown by the dog-legged contour of the
interfrontal suture in dorsal view (Figure 2D). This suture is
normally a straight sagittal suture with only small-scale
interdigitation in dorsal view. Other less complete frontals
show the typical planar medial edge of the bone that abuts its
opposite in the midline. Most of this deformation appears to have
occurred in fragments 4—6 (Figure 2D).

METHODS

Modalities of Retrodeformation and
Reconstruction
All modalities of retrodeformation—translation, rotation, scaling,
and distortion—were utilized in the digital restoration of at least
one of the fossil bones described. For the dorsal rib,
retrodeformation involves the translation and rotation of
fragments to reverse brittle deformation. Some fractures
require both translation and rotation together to reposition
fragments in the original apposition, free of offset edges or
gaps (Figures 2A,B). The small-scale fractures of the dorsal
rib are filled with very thin sheets of matrix (Figure 2C)
which slightly expand the dimensions of the bone in all
directions. These fractures can be reversed by incrementally
scaling down the entire bone by a small amount.

The frontal bone, like the rib, is composed of fragments that
have been slightly dislocated (translated, rotated) (Figures 2D,E).
Unlike the dorsal rib, however, the frontal shows noticeable signs
of plastic deformation. The midline interfrontal suture, which
joins the opposing left and right frontal bones of a vertebrate
skull, is straight in dorsal view. It deviates only incrementally
from the sagittal plane. Other partial frontals of this dinosaur
from the same locality have a straight/planar interfrontal suture.
The suture in this most complete frontal, however, has a sinuous
curve in dorsal view (Figure 2D). That curve appears to be the
result of plastic deformation of the bone, a deformation observed
in other bones at the site. Reversing that distortion to straighten
the medial margin of the frontal requires local plastic reshaping.

In addition to retrodeformation, both bones require
reconstruction to complete the restoration process. The three
modalities of reconstruction are fairly distinctive: infilling
fractures involves little guesswork; sculpting edges and missing
pieces involves approximation from one surface or edge to
another and/or modelling unpreserved morphologies on the
basis of comparisons with other specimens; and smoothing
involves the reduction or simplification of minor surface
disturbances and artifacts that are common in fossils. The
precise workflow required for each bone is as follows:

Workflow for the Dorsal Rib
Brittle retrodeformation through translation and rotation of
fragments was implemented by starting at the proximal end of
the bone (fragment 1) and then sequentially moving each
successive fragment (fragment 2, 3, 4. . .) into alignment.
Fragment 1 is the frame of reference; all fragments were
moved relative to fragment 1. Each fragment movement
passively moved those distal to it to maintain their local
relations. The retrodeformation and reconstruction of the
dorsal rib involved the following eight steps:

1) Translate fragment 2 anteriorly and laterally to realign it with
fragment 1.

2) Translate fragment 3 laterally to realign it with fragment 2.
3) Rotate fragment 4 counterclockwise about the dorsal-ventral

axis and then translate medially to realign the offset medial
edge with fragment 3.

4) Translate fragment 5 posteriorly and medially.
5) Translate fragment 6 proximally (dorsally and laterally) to

close the small gap to fragment 5.

Steps for reconstruction:

6) Infill narrow fractures.
7) Sculpt missing edges and pieces.
8) Smooth the surface of the bone to remove small-scale

disturbances.

Workflow for the Frontal Bone
Brittle retrodeformation through translation and rotation of
fragments was implemented by starting at the posterior end of
the bone (fragment 6) and then sequentially moving each
successive (fragment 5, 4, 3. . .) into alignment. Fragment 6 is
the frame of reference; all fragments were moved relative to
fragment 6. Each fragment movement passively moved those
anterior to it to maintain their local relations. Plastic
retrodeformation through distortion of fragments was
implemented by starting at the posterior end and then
sequentially distorting each successive affected fragment. The
retrodeformation and reconstruction of the frontal bone involved
the following nine steps:

1) Rotate fragment 5 counterclockwise about the dorsal-ventral
axis to close the gap to fragment 6.

2) Rotate fragment 4 clockwise about the dorsal-ventral axis and
then translate laterally to close the gap to fragment 5.
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3) Rotate fragment 3 counterclockwise about the anterior-
posterior axis and then translate laterally to match the
medial edge of fragment 4.

4) Translate fragment 2 medially and slightly posteriorly and
then rotate clockwise about the anterior-posterior axis to align
its medial edge with fragment 3.

5) Translate fragment 1 laterally and posteriorly and then rotate
counterclockwise about the dorsal-ventral axis to align with
and also close the gap to fragment 2.

6) Plastically deform fragments 6, 5, and 4 in sequence by
distorting each fragment about the dorsal-ventral axis to
recreate the straight medial edge of the frontal.

Steps for reconstruction:

7) Infill narrow fractures.
8) Sculpt missing edges and pieces as indicated by the dotted

lines (Figure 2D).
9) Smooth the surface of the bone to remove small-scale

disturbances.

Armature-Based Retrodeformation
Armatures
Armatures are an animation tool used for posing and animating
mesh objects. The armature acts as a “skeleton”with its associated
mesh acting as “skin” (Figure 3A). A Blender armature is
composed of two elements–“bones,” termed “segments”
(Magnenat-Thalmann et al., 1988) to avoid confusion with

real bones, and “joints.” A “segment” (highlighted yellow in
Figure 3A) has two ball-shaped joints, a “start” joint and an
“end” joint. The start joint is the ball on the wider end of the
segment and the end joint is the ball on the tapered end. A
segment can be rotated about its start joint and additionally can
be translated in all three planes if its start joint is disconnected, as
with the highlighted yellow segment (small arrows in Figure 3A).
We will typically associate one segment with one “fragment” in a
fossil.

The hierarchical relationship between segments in an
armature is useful for the manipulation of fossil fragments.
The relationship between consecutive armature segments is
described as “parenting.” Parenting designates a “parent”
object to influence the transforms of a separate “child” object,
though the “child” object can still be moved independently. For
example, the highlighted yellow segment (Figure 3A) is a parent
to the segment below it, just as that segment is a parent to the one
below it. These predefined relationships cause a segment higher
up in the armature hierarchy, a parent, to passively move those
that are lower, but not the reverse. Thus, regardless of the order of
operations on segments, the armature will always arrive at the
same result. A segment with a disconnected start joint can still be
parented, as indicated by a dotted line linking its start joint to its
parent’s end joint (Figure 3A). Also, a segment need not lie
internal to its associated mesh, although that relation in space is
preferred.

The association between armature segments and mesh is
strictly defined in a process called “rigging.” Once rigged, the
movement of armature segments causes the overlying mesh to
deform (Figure 3B). Armature deformation occurs without loss
of positional information and is reversible. Because armature
segment transforms (location, rotation, scale) are recorded
numerically and their relation to the overlying mesh is
specified, animation programs can mass-manipulate associated
mesh vertices without loss of the original mesh geometry using
armatures. Specific steps to create an armature in Blender are
given (Supplementary S2.A1). Following armature creation, the
connection between segment movement and mesh movement
must be specified in a process called weight-painting.

Armature-Mesh Coordination
“Weight painting” is a process used to assign an area of mesh (a
“fragment”) to a segment in the armature. After assignment, the
segment can move, or influence, its assigned area. “Weights” (0 ≤
weight ≤1) describe the level of influence a given segment has over
its associated mesh vertices with 0 indicating no influence and 1
indicating a 1:1 relationship. Blender indicates weight values by
color-coding the mesh. For this restoration, we have chosen a
specific color gradient: indigo (0.000), blue (0.001), green (0.500),
red (0.999), and gray (1.000), and the ranges between those colors
have intermediate values (Weight Legend in Figure 4).

To illustrate the function of weights more clearly, we have
created a 2-segment armature that controls a thin slice of mesh. In
this example (Figures 4A,B), vertex a is connected to segment 1
with a weight of 1.0, visualized by a gray beam, indicating an
inelastic connection between this vertex and its segment. Vertex
b, in contrast, is connected to segment 1 with a weight of 0.5,

FIGURE 3 | A mesh character model from Blender’s Animation
Fundamentals Rigs file with its armature visible. (A) An armature (“skeleton”)
composed of segments is attached to an overlying mesh (“skin”) in a process
called rigging. The segment highlighted in yellow has a disconnected
start joint and can be both rotated and translated (small arrows). (B) Armature
movement causes coordinated distortion of the overlying mesh, as illustrated
in wireframe.
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visualized by a green spring, indicating an elastic connection that
will move at one-half the rate of its segment. The lower the
weight, the less a mesh vertex will move in relation to its
connected segment. A single vertex can be assigned weights
from multiple segments. For instance (Figure 4C), vertex b is
connected to segment 1 with weight 0.5 and segment 2 with
weight 0.5, as shown in its associated table or “weight array.” A
weight array shows the weights assigned to a vertex per segment,
which should sum to 1.0.

Using a section of the dorsal rib containing one major fracture
as an example (Figure 4D), an orange/yellow internal segment is
connected to the overlying surface mesh corresponding to a

fragment (gray) by inelastic connectors, such that segment
rotation (curved pink arrow) or translation (straight light blue
arrow) rigidly moves the majority of the fragment without
distortion. Narrow zones of mesh corresponding to nearby
fractures (red/green/blue) are connected elastically to the
segment with weight decreasing across the fracture toward
adjacent fragments, which remain uninfluenced (indigo)
(Figure 4D). In this case, the red/green/blue borders are
vertices connected to consecutive segments. To simulate
physical repairs, we have restricted a vertex’s weight array
such that it must sum to 1. Thus, each segment has an
influence of less than 1 on a shared vertex. A segment’s range

FIGURE 4 | A 2-segment armature is used to demonstrate weight painting and its effect on a mesh (A–C). (A) Segment 1 controls the upper one-half of the mesh.
Vertex a (weight 1.0) is attached to segment 1 by an inelastic gray connector, vertex b (weight 0.5) is attached to segment 1 with an elastic green connector, and vertex c
(weight 0.0) has no attachment to segment 1. (B)Moving segment 1 displaces vertices a-c according to their weights. (C) Segments 1 and 2 control the upper and lower
portions of the mesh, respectively, with weight arrays shown for each vertex. (D) Reversing a major fracture of the dorsal rib involves rotation (pink arrow) and
translation (blue arrow) of the underlying segment (orange/yellow) to move the corresponding fragment (gray) into alignment. Note the rotation of the orange segment
(closest face is highlighted yellow) and the occlusion of the shaded area at the proximal end of the fragment.
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of influence is limited to its “vertex group,” which includes all
nonzero vertex connections (light indigo-shaded box in
Figure 4C). The vertex group of the orange/yellow segment
(Figure 4D) consists of all non-indigo vertices, showing the
complete range of influence of that single segment. The use of
vertex groups and weights is how segments are able to manipulate
vertices efficiently.

To assign weights to groups of vertices, or “weight-paint,”
Blender uses a weight paint brush. For the dorsal rib and frontal
bone, the portion of mesh corresponding to a fragment was
weight-painted gray (weight of 1) with intermediate weights given
to nearby fracture zones. Mesh sections clearly corresponding to
another fragment remained indigo (weight of 0) (Figure 4D).
This process was repeated for each fragment, and corresponding
segment, in the armature. Specific steps to weight-paint in
Blender are given (Supplementary S2. A2). After all fragments
of the mesh are weight-painted, each segment in the armature can
then be rotated or translated to adjust the shape of the fossil in a
process called armature posing.

Armature Retrodeformation
In Blender, “armature posing” refers to the repositioning of
segments in an armature to move their corresponding weight-
painted fragments. The current position of segments in an
armature can be recorded as a “pose.” That pose is then
stored in a “Pose Library,” which is a compilation of user-
saved poses that can be reapplied to the armature at any time
(Figure 5A). The stepwise process of retrodeformation (Figures
5B–D) can be documented by periodically saving poses to a Pose
Library. Here we distinguish between brittle and plastic
retrodeformation, the former involving realignment of
fragments via translation and rotation and the latter involving
distortion of a fragment. In brittle retrodeformation, a given
segment is translated and/or rotated to rigidly move its
corresponding fragment (Figures 5B,C). In plastic
retrodeformation, the fragment’s single internal segment can
be subdivided and then rotated to best reflect the needed
shape change (Figures 5C,D). In both brittle and plastic
retrodeformation, a segment’s displacement and rotation can

FIGURE 5 | (A) A Blender Pose Library panel containing three poses for the frontal bone (B-D, below). (B) A NoRetrodeformation pose in which no armature
segment has been repositioned. (C) A BrittleRetrodeformation pose in which segment 5 (green) was rotated to close the gap between fragment 5 and fragment 6. During
this process, segment 5 was rotated counterclockwise a total of four degrees, as shown by the angle measurements (the rotated joint is marked with an X). (D) A
PlasticRetrodeformation pose in which the second subsegment of segment 5 was rotated counterclockwise by two degrees, plastically retrodeforming fragment 5.
Segments and fragments are numbered according to Figure 2.
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be recorded graphically with Blender’s Measure tool (angle
measurements in Figures 5B–D). Specific steps to pose and
measure an armature in Blender are given (Supplementary
S2. A3). The mesh distortion caused by armature posing can
be recorded with a 2-color tension map on the 3D model of the
fossil (Figures 5B–D). Specific steps to calculate and display a
tension map in Blender are given (Supplementary S2. A7).

Reconstruction
Reconstruction of fossils often involves sculpting the mesh to
infill fractures and/or recreate missing pieces; and smoothing the
mesh to repair small cracks and surface disturbances. Blender’s
sculpting features roughly correspond to those used in other
sculpting programs such as ZBrush. Through a combination of
sculpting and masking (which prevents sculpting), fractures are
infilled and missing parts are reconstructed. After sculpting is
finished, these changes are then marked on the sculpted bone by
color-projecting a copy of the retrodeformed bone, which is
colored non-gray, onto the sculpted one, which is colored
gray. In this way, only the reconstructed portions of the
sculpted bone will be marked in gray. Specific steps for sculpt-
based reconstruction and color projection in Blender are given
(Supplementary S2. A5). The process of digital restoration is
often completed with the smoothing of surface irregularities. We
used remeshing to smooth the rib and frontal. Specific steps for
remeshing in Blender are given (Supplementary S2. A6).

Retroanimation
Retroanimation is defined here as animating the process of digital
restoration. To retroanimate in Blender, first, the movements of
fossil fragments are animated using an armature, starting with the
post-delineation fossil and ending with the retrodeformed fossil.
Blender does this by interpolating between user-saved poses,
termed “keyframes” in animation, that have been saved in a
Pose Library to create a smooth animation sequence of
retrodeformation. Next, the retrodeformed fossil is swapped
with the reconstructed fossil—both after sculpting additions
and after smoothing—to highlight the changes performed
during reconstruction. The rendered animation may be
stopped, slowed, reversed, or freeze-framed, allowing other
researchers to understand the sequence of modifications
between the original post-delineation fossil and the final
restored fossil. Specific steps for retroanimation in Blender are
given (Supplementary S2. B). Movies for the retroanimated
dorsal rib and frontal bone are available (Supplementary
Movies S1, S2).

RESULTS

We chose a dorsal rib and frontal bone from a small, armored
Jurassic dinosaur for digital restoration. Each bone was examined
under magnification and found to consist of six fragments which
had moved relative to one another or had suffered distortion. We
used Blender’s armatures to retrodeform and record fragment
manipulations, saving stages of the digital restoration process that
we were then able to animate. For each bone, we started

armature-based retrodeformation at one end and then
sequentially repositioned successive fragments. Next, we
removed any single-fragment distortions. Finally, we sculpted
missing pieces and smoothed as needed in the final stage of digital
restoration.

Digital Restoration of the Dorsal Rib
We reversed brittle deformation in the dorsal rib, sculpted
missing edges, and then smoothed the rib to minimize small
cracks and surface disturbances. The dorsal rib showed evidence
of brittle deformation, which had split the rib into six fragments.
To retrodeform the rib, first, an armature was created and aligned
with the dorsal rib such that each segment corresponded to each
fragment (Figure 6A). Next, the rib was weight-painted to assign
each segment to its corresponding fragment. Then, each segment
of the armature, starting at the proximal end, was sequentially
repositioned to move each fragment of the rib into alignment,
performing brittle retrodeformation on the dorsal rib as outlined
above (Figure 6B).

To visualize any mesh deformations that had taken place
during segment repositioning, we used a tension map to mark
stretched polygons in yellow, shrunken polygons in blue, and
unchanged polygons in black (Figure 6B). Because the dorsal rib
was only subject to brittle retrodeformation, there are only thin
bands of yellow polygons visible along the fractures of the rib.

Next, we reconstructed the missing margins of the rib, leaving
those areas in gray (Figure 6C). Finally, the mesh was smoothed
(remeshed) to minimize cracks and surface disturbances
(Figure 6D). The retroanimation of the dorsal rib restoration
is given (Supplementary Movie S1).

Digital Restoration of the Frontal Bone
We reversed brittle and plastic deformation in the frontal
bone, sculpted missing pieces, and then smoothed the
frontal to minimize small cracks and surface disturbances.
The frontal bone showed evidence of brittle deformation,
which split the frontal into six fragments. Plastic
deformation of the bone was also present. To retrodeform
the frontal, first, an armature was created and aligned with the
frontal bone such that each segment corresponded to each
fragment (Figure 7A). Next, the frontal was weight-painted to
assign each segment to its corresponding fragment. Then, each
segment of the armature, starting at the posterior end, was
sequentially repositioned to move each fragment of the frontal
into alignment, performing brittle retrodeformation on the
frontal bone as outlined above (Figure 7B). To perform plastic
retrodeformation, a second repositioning was required.
Fragments that showed signs of plastic deformation first
had their segments subdivided. Then, their weights in the
mesh regions surrounding the joints formed through
subdivision were revised. Finally, the second subsegment of
each plastically affected fragment was repositioned to perform
plastic retrodeformation (Figure 7C).

To visualize any mesh deformations that had taken place
during segment repositioning, we used tension maps to mark
stretched polygons in yellow, shrunken polygons in blue, and
unchanged polygons in black (Figures 7B,C). Because the
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frontal bone was subject to both types of retrodeformation,
there are thin bands of colored polygons at fractures, which
correspond to brittle deformation (Figure 7B), and
accumulated areas of color within plastically affected
fragments which correspond to plastic deformation
(Figure 7C).

Next, we reconstructed the frontal. Missing pieces of the
frontal were reconstructed through sculpting. Finally, the mesh
was smoothed (remeshed) to minimize cracks and surface
disturbances (Figure 7D). The frontal bone retroanimation is
given (Supplementary Movie S2).

DISCUSSION

We use Blender’s armatures, which were created for digital
character animation, to manipulate groups of mesh vertices in
a controlled and reversible manner as an idealized
manipulation of physical bone fragments. We highlight the

potential of armature-based retrodeformation to record the
intermediate steps of digital restoration of fossils and to
animate the process. Using Blender’s armatures, specific
manipulations including rotation, translation, scaling, and
distortion are accessible to reproduction, evaluation, and
critique. Blender is an open-source program, and its use is
consistent with the open-science principles of access and
reproducibility (Kraker et al., 2011).

Suitability of Armature-Based
Retrodeformation
Elongate bones, such as ribs or limb long bones, are well-suited to
retrodeformation with armatures because they can be rigged with
a single linear armature (with little or no Y-branching). Flat-
bones of various shapes can be rigged with a Y-branching
armature that allows for more directions of fragment
repositioning or distortion correction. More complex bones,
such as vertebrae, are more difficult to rig with an armature,

FIGURE 6 | Digital restoration of the dorsal rib. (A) The dorsal rib as preserved with armature superimposed. (B) The dorsal rib after brittle retrodeformation. A
corresponding 2-color tension map documents local mesh distortions. (C) The dorsal rib with sculpted areas marked in gray. (D) The final dorsal rib after smoothing.
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as the armature must accommodate fragments and distortions in
multiple directions. In this case, other meshwork such as the
manual manipulation of a group of selected vertices via a brush or
transformer is the preferred method of retrodeformation.

Challenges of Armature-Based
Retrodeformation
Step-specific challenges of armature-based retrodeformation
include the effectiveness of segment placement, the complexity
of weight-painting, and the transition from retrodeformation
to reconstruction. We were able to formulate common-sense
rules for segment placement including the idea that the
starting number segments should match the number of
fragments. However, the centering or positioning of
segments within a fragment remains user-dependent. The
next step, weight painting, requires preciseness of painting
and awareness of active brush settings and vertex groups.
Additionally, while Blender contains tools for automatic
weighting, the number of polygons in most bone meshes far
exceeds the limit. For both segment placement and weight

painting, it may be possible to create new user tools that, for
example, calculate the central axis of a fragment or efficiently
paint groups of vertices. Another challenge is that Blender’s
armatures must be removed at the end of retrodeformation to
allow reconstruction. Additionally, reconstruction steps must
be appended to the retrodeformation animation to create a full
record of digital restoration. Thus, integrating standardization
and record-keeping for retrodeformation and reconstruction
in Blender remains a challenge. These issues are further
elaborated elsewhere (Supplementary S2. C).

Automated Retrodeformation
Digital restoration of fossils will never be fully automated given
the complexity of taphonomic and diagenetic post-mortem
processes. Regardless, automation of some steps that are
currently entirely manual is desirable for reasons of time,
consistency, and objectivity. Current automation methods of
retrodeformation use landmark-based geometric
morphometrics (GMM) in conjunction with a thin-plate spline
(TPS) interpolation algorithm to warp a deformed fossil toward
either a bilaterally symmetric average form or an ideal form

FIGURE 7 | Digital restoration of the frontal bone. The blue line represents the midline of the skull. (A) The frontal bone as preserved with armature superimposed.
Segments are arbitrarily colored for visibility. (B) The frontal bone after brittle retrodeformation and (C) after subsequent plastic retrodeformation with cumulative 2-color
tension maps documenting local mesh distortions. Each of the lower three segments (purple, green, pink) have been subdivided into two subsegments. The second
subsegment of each division is used for plastic retrodeformation while the first subsegment retains its usage for brittle retrodeformation. (D) The restored
frontal bone.
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(Gunz et al., 2009). Landmarks are points of anatomical
significance on a fossil that are identifiable either within
species or across similar species; semi-landmarks are points
that characterize the curvature of a fossil (Webster and Sheets,
2010).

Landmark-based GMM with TSP is only useful for a minority
of fossils, including those that are symmetrical, are represented by
many specimens, or have close perfectly preserved extant analogs
(Gunz et al., 2009). GMM with TSP is unsuitable for the bones in
this study because, as with many fossils, there are few specimens,
no close extant analogs, and few suitable landmarks. Future
automation of some armature-based retrodeformation steps,
nonetheless, is possible and may include: automatic/semi-
automatic placement of segments in an armature; automatic
weight painting designed for rigid bone fragments; and
automatic rotation and translation of segments to align
adjacent fragments. Ideal armature-based retrodeformation will
likely involve a combination of automated and user-
supervised tools.

CONCLUSION

Blender’s armatures provide a freely available, open-source
means to record and animate stages in the process of digital
restoration of fossils, thereby opening these otherwise largely
hidden manipulations to scrutiny. The steps taken during digital
restoration, which are divided into retrodeformation (translation,
rotation, scaling, distortion) followed by reconstruction (fracture
infilling, sculpting missing pieces, smoothing), must be better
documented and open to evaluation for the process to be
regarded as rigorously scientific. We hope the methods
outlined here are a step in that direction.
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